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1987 Construction Highlights

Record Building Program

For More Electric Power

New coal plants. In houses, houses, houses... for coal power generation. Georgia is planning. There's been lots of planning in the past, but there will be plenty of planning in the future.

In 1987 the Georgia Power Commission will spend more than $3 billion in expanding and improving its facilities. This year alone, Georgia will spend the largest amount it has ever spent for expansion and improvements.

In addition to this record expenditure, approximately $18 billion will be spent for the expansion of the Georgia Power and Eastern Region, and about $8 billion will be spent for the expansion of the Georgia Power and Eastern Region. This means the need for expanding and improving.

Work on the production of 22,000,000

Modern Basketball Sets at State Farm

The state of Georgia is planning to build a modern basketball court in each of its public schools. The basketball court will be used for basketball games, basketball clinics, and basketball practice.

Georgia Power Company

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE FUTURE